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numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original
book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1889 Excerpt: .copper ore,
inferior both in product and quality, was formerly worked at A vauza, in the same region.
Interrupted and resumed again with little profit, the exploitation was finally abandoned in 1865.
MARBLE. These are the only products of the mining industry of the region deserving of serious
interest, and nature furnishes them with a profusion that avails little for an article so cumbrous to
transport and so rarely demanded abroad. The precipitous flanks of the Valley of the Adize, from
near Verona to the Austrian frontier and far beyond, furnish marbles of a beauty and variety of tint,
from black and deep red to pale yellow, gray, and white, not found in any other locality. Of course
all are not equally fine in quality, and some are inferior to similar types found elsewhere. The black,
for instance, can not compare with the well-known Port Venere,...
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Reviews
Complete guideline for ebook enthusiasts. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Delila h Ha nsen
An exceptional ebook and the font employed was fascinating to read through. I actually have study and so i am certain that i will likely to read once again
yet again in the future. Your life period is going to be change as soon as you complete looking at this book.
-- Nelle Scha efer I
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